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Magician, TV 
host, producer to 
perform tonight 
By Jonna Hopper 
Student Writer 
Host and producer ofSyFy 
Television's "Wizard Wars," 
magician Justin Flom, will 
perform at Harding tonight 
at 8 p.m. 
A ccording to Flom's 
website, he has appeared on 
talk shows including "The 
Ellen Show" and "The TO-
DAY Show." He is currently 
touring with country music 
group Florida Georgia Line 
and making appearances all 
over the world. 
Flom features many of 
his magic tricks in videos 
online, and has more than 
87,000 subscribers to his 
You Tube channel. His trick 
"Soldiers Deck of Cards" has 
4,833, 781 views to date. To 
view Flom's videos, visit his 
self-titled You Tube channel. 
Amateur magician, soph-
omore Kelly Spangler, saw 
Flom perform at a magic 
convention. She said she 
admires his tricks because 
they are original. 
Campus Activities Board 
(CAB) director Logan Light 
said he came across Flom on 
his YouTube channel and 
was immediately interested. 
"In a You Tube search one 
day I found Justin, and was 
really intrigued not only that 
he was a magician but that 
he was young and someone 
that students would relate 
to," Light said. "He's also a 
Christian. I just felt like he 
was fresh, he seemed down to 
earth so I though he would 
be a good fit." 
"He has obviously created 
his own things instead of 
taking what other people 
did and recreating them," 
Spangler said. "It's a lot 
of close-up things that are 
really unique. He is super 
entertaining, super energetic 
and it's going to be a great 
show." 
courtesy of JUSTIN FLOM 
Magician Justin Flom w ill perform in t he Administrat ion Auditorium tonight 
at 8 p .m . Flom has appeared on national television and produces his own 
Syf y show. 
Flom's magic tricks focus 
on using small, everyday 
household items rather than 
larger traditional equipment 
often used by magicians. 
some evening entertainment. 
"A lot of times students 
get caught up in studies and 
relationships and day-to-day 
life so I like to say take an 
hour and a half and come 
suspend your reality and 
come engage in something 
that will make you smile and 
laugh," Light said. 
The show is in the Ad-
ministration Auditorium. 
Tickets are $5 or $2 with 
a CAB pass . It is general 
admission and the event is 
open to the public. 
Purchase tickets at the 
CAB office in the Student 
Center next to Taco Bell or 
at the door tonight. Doors 
open at 7 p.m. 
Light encourages students 
to come see Flom and enjoy 
New Gov. Asa Hutchinson already making changes 
By Toria Parrett 
Student Writer 
Asa Hutchinson was sworn in as 
Arkansas' 46th governor on Tuesday, 
Jan.13 in Little Rock. 
In Hutchinson's inaugural address, 
he discussed his policies, the potential 
he sees in Arkansas and what the 
new Republican government means 
for the state. 
Freshman Luke Helm s was 
present at Hutchinson's inauguration 
ball after gaining the opportunity 
through his mother's work with a state 
nonprofit. Helms said the experience 
didn't necessarily change his view of 
Hutchinson, but enhanced it. 
"Politicians can kind of seem 
intimidating when you see them on 
TV, like you can't really access this 
person, "Helms said. "When you go to 
something that they are in you realize 
that they are just another human. It 
_has definitely brought it into light 
that Hutchinson is just another guy." 
Helms also said that Hutchinson 
seemed very personable and appeared 
to be someone who loved to work the 
crowd. Helms is not the only student 
gaining a positive impression of the 
new governor. 
"It's not like he is trying to run 
for president like other politicians 
are, and I like that," senior American 
studies major Adam Hogan said. 
"He's doing it because he wants to 
help Arkansas, not because he wants 
to further his career." 
In his inaugural address, the gov-
ernor discussed several areas that he 
wanted to work on during his tenure, 
including a tax cut, business regulations 
and Medicaid options. 
"He has big plans for the state," 
senior public administration major 
Silas Heffley said. "I know part of 
his platform was that he was going 
to continue with some work that 
Governor Beebe did with the private 
option Medicaid program." 
Hutchinson has already gotten to 
work, with his tax cut passing in the 
Senate on Jan. 22. 
However, he also discussed that 
there are changes he wants Arkansas 
to embrace. 
"He's already displayed some of 
that initiative, but I hope he doesn't 
change too much,"Heffiey said. "I like 
it here right now. I don't think he's 
looking to do a complete overhaul." 
H elms said he thinks Hutchinson 
can bring good changes to Arkansas. 
"He seems like a guy that can work 
bipartisan, can reach across the aisle 
and work with those opposing him 
to pass things that will improve the 
state," Helms said. 
That bipartisan relationship was 
another topic the governor addressed 
in his inaugural speech, stressing that 
it does not matter which political 
party is in the majority, but that it is 
important to find common ground 
to work together. 
Hutchinson is a long-time Arkan-
sas politician and has run four times 
for a state office. He also formerly 
served as congressman for Arkansas' 
3rd District. 
Slader's draws concert crowd Outlet IDall coIDing to 
Little Rock this suIDIDer 
G RANT SCHOL I The Bison 
The Coasts perform at Slader's Alaskan Dumpling Co. on Sat -
urday, Jan. 24. Lead singer Ike Peters and drummer Eric Mount 
make up the band. 
By Zach Hailey 
Head Copy Editor 
GatewayTown C enter, located at 
the intersection ofl-30 and I-430 in 
Little Rock, will open a new outlet 
mall in July of this year. 
According to Tommy Hodges, 
the owner of the site, The Outlets at 
Little Rock plans to bring 80 fashion 
retailers on 30 acres only 12 minutes 
outside of Little Rock. Currently, an 
exit is being added to the freeway to 
minimize traffic build up. 
Little Rock native, junior Grace 
Crall, is excited to see what stores will 
be opened at the 325,000 square foot 
outlet center. 
"I will definitely go visit the mall 
when it opens,"Crall said. "Little Rock 
doesn't have the best shopping, so when 
I heard about the outlet mall I was 
pretty excited. Shopping is something 
my mom and I do together and the 
new place is close to where she works, 
so we will definitely have some fun 
when the place is done." 
Gateway Town Center is also 
allowing businesses to come purchase 
space next to the mall for economic 
improvement purposes. Apart from 
the shopping center, the Gateway 
Town Center will be adding a few new 
restaurants on the available 170 acres. 
Senior Natalie H eyen is living in 
Searcy over the summer and said she 
hopes to visit the new eating estab-
lishments. H eyen said she hopes that 
the mall will be a great place to visit 
for a girls' day. 
The Outlets at Little Rock will be 
built just a little under an hour out 
from Searcy, located next to the Bass 
Pro Shop that opened in November 
of 2013. For more information and 
upcoming dates visit www.gateway-
towncenter.com. 
Another shopping venue that will 
soon be closer to Searcy is Ikea. Famous 
for their modern and inexpensive 
furniture, a store is scheduled to be 
open in Memphis, Tenn. in early 2016. 
Before the construction of this store, 
the closest Ikea was located in Atlanta, 
Ga. According to the M emphis Daily 
News, the Swedish furniture store will 
also be fitted with a restaurant. 
Super Bowl snacks, 
page 4B 
Juried art show, 
page 2A 
Even if you don't c are 
about football, you' ll 
want to try some o f 
these ea sy treats. 
Art majors have earned 
the right to display their 
work in the Olen Hendrix 
Building. 
JU 
NO 
Snow accumulation from 
Winter Storm Juno, which 
lasted from Jan. 26-28. In-
formation according to www. 
weather.com. 
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Author Richard 
Peck to speak for 
Reading program 
By Nakisha Milton 
Student Writer 
For several years, the 
Graduate Reading Pro-
gram has given educators 
and students the unique 
opportunity to come face 
to face with well-known 
literary composers through 
its annual Young Adult 
Author Series (YAAS)_ 
Richard Peck, a John 
Newberry Medal winner, 
wilJ be the featured guest 
in the upcoming series 
which will take place on 
Feb. 6-7. 
"Authors come in, they're 
all young adult authors; so 
they write books geared 
towards middle school age 
children," said Emily Cook, 
a graduate student and 
YAAS assistant coordina-
tor. "They tell about their 
background, their writing 
experiences, and they share 
about their books." 
On Friday and Saturday 
attendees will be engaged 
by the speaker through 
presentations and writing 
workshops. According to 
Cook, there is a registration 
fee of$20 for students and 
$125 for teachers. All regis-
tered attendees will receive 
dinner Friday night and 
breakfast Saturday morning 
along with a packet full of 
information on the speaker. 
Ail students and staff are 
encouraged to attend. 
"Anybody in education 
or really anybody who ever 
wants to be a parent (should 
go) because thi s is a great 
opportunity to encourage 
any child that you come 
in to contact with to be a 
better reader or writer," 
Robin Stripling said, a 
Harding alumna and ad -
junct professor. "One of 
my frie nds who goes is a 
retired teacher - she still 
goes just because it 's fun." 
In past years, the YAAS 
has welcomed many 
award-winning authors 
including Rick Riordan, 
who wrote the children's 
series "Percy Jackson & 
the Olympians." Some of 
the authors sign books, 
allow time for photos, 
answer questions and do 
book pairings. 
"There have been many 
wonderful authors that I've 
enjoyed meeting, " Betty 
W at son, distinguished 
professo r of Children's 
Literature, said. "One of 
my personal favorites was 
Jacqueline Woodson, an 
outstanding writer who 
shared several of her excel-
lent children's books with 
the teachers and students 
who were present." 
Several successful au-
thors have visited Harding 
through YAAS, but Cook 
said none of them let their 
success get to their heads. 
"As a coordinator and a 
student it 's been neat to see 
how down to earth authors 
arc," Cook said. "They're not 
held up on a pedestal, but 
they're actual people and 
so its been great getting 
to meet them and find out 
really who they are." 
Cook said the idea of 
the YAAS is to plant and 
grow the interest of readers 
and writers, but especially 
teachers and prospective 
teachers. 
"They are the models to 
show children how exciting 
and important it is to read," 
Watson said. 
Steve Sheinkin will 
do a follow- up series on 
March 6- 7, and Roland 
Smith will close this year's 
series on April 17- 18 . 
More information on these 
and future events can be 
found at www.harding.edu/ 
educ a rion/ authorseries. 
RIYADH, SAUDI ARA-
BIA - Michelle Obama 
was met with criticism for 
not wearing a head scarf 
durin g the president's 
visit to Saudi Arabia thi s 
week. It is not uncommon 
for visiting diplomats to 
forgo head coverings, but 
the first lady has previously 
worn one on visits to the 
Middle East. 
LINDA FERELLE I The Bison 
Sophomores Amy Rousselot and Travelle McManus and senior Carly Trulock browse the student art 
show on Jan. 27. Pieces were selected by art department faculty members. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. -
Speaker of the House John 
Bochner told Fox News 
last week that Republicans 
are actively planning on 
suing President Obama for 
allegedly abusing executive 
privilege in regards to im-
migration. In Nov. 2014, 
Obama gave protect ion 
to approximately 5 million 
undocumented immigrants, 
a decision met with heavy 
criticism by Republicans. 
NASHVILLE, TENN . 
- Two former Vanderbilt 
football players were found 
guilty of rape Jan. 27. The 
verdict made this a bench-
mark case in the fight against 
rape on college campuses. 
There has been a rece nt 
spike in ·college rape cases 
in the last year: 90 colleges 
in 35 states are currently 
under investigation by the 
Department of Education. 
lDAHO - A solar panel/ 
pavement hybrid has been 
created in the h opes of 
turning roads and parking 
lots into sources of energy. 
The panels would support 
the weight of motor vehi-
cles. The creators, a couple 
from Idaho, are turning to 
crowdfonding resources to 
complete the project. 
Olen Hendrix art show puts 
student's work on display 
PARIS, FRANCE -
Scientists at the lnsti tut 
Pasteur, wh ere the Ebola 
virus was first identified, 
have found that the virus 
is mutating, which means 
researchers may need to 
find new treatmen ts. 1.t's 
not uncommon for viruses 
to evolve with time, but 
researchers are watching 
the Ebola virus closely to 
prevent another outbreak. 
M CALESTER, O KLA. -
Richard Glossip, a death row 
inmate, had his execution 
scheduled for Jan. 29 ab-
solved by a Supreme Court 
order J an. 28. G lossip had 
been on death row for 17 
years prior to the decision . 
The Court found leth al 
injections unconstitutional, 
which means Glossip will 
spend the rest of his life 
in prison. 
SO MOBILE 
WITH YOUR. DEPOSITS"' 
BY SIMPLY SNAPPING A PHOTO 
WITH YOUR SMART PHONE! 
By Taylor Gleaves 
Student Writer 
The O len Hendrix art 
gallery is hosting a juried 
student art show located 
on the third floor of the 
Olen Hendrix building. 
T he show will be on display 
until Feb. 6. 
Professor of art and gal-
lery coordinator, Dr. John 
Keller said this is their first 
year having a juried show, 
which is a show open to all 
arr majors where pieces arc 
selected by art department 
faculty members. 
"We're wanting th e 
students to ge t used to 
entering their work into 
juried sh ows, ~ Keller said. 
"One of the benefits of it 
is that if they make it into 
this show, that's a resume 
item." 
With this bein g the 
first year for a juried show, 
Keller said they arc hoping 
CALL FOR MORE DETAILS: ,dvti. 
501-203-2200 FIHST COMMU TfY BA\'K 
lt'ltn CQllUUl•ftJ r:rnu.sjfnL - ·" 
2401 W. Beebe Capps Expy • 800 L Beebe Capps Expy. 
2801 E. Race St.· 1201 N Maple (Hwy 16) 
Some restrictions a pply. $0.50 fee per deposit. See bank for de ta ils. 
to make it a tradition every 
spring semester. Keller said 
seniors arc pressed to have 
things to put into resumes 
wi th little job experience 
except senior shows, branding 
and interior design shows 
and capstones for interior 
design majors. 
"This show is going to 
represent better p.ieces of 
original work, that's what 
we're looking for," Keller 
said. "Eventually, we would 
really like to find students 
entering pieces that arc not 
done fo r a class." 
Seni o r Sarah \Valker 
entered her printmaking 
pi ece "Alphonse M ucha 
Karp," from her final project 
for a printmaking class , 
which will be featured in 
the show. 
\Valker said her creation 
represents Mag ikarp, a 
Pokemon character, which is 
a precious symbol alongside 
her favorite artist, Alphonse 
Mucha. 
"I wanted to share this in 
the show because it makes 
my heart smile and 1 would 
like others to share that joy, 
even if it 's just a chuckle or 
two," \Valker said. 
Walker said the show is 
important to her because 
of her little experience in 
galleries . She said art is 
generally easy, but preparing 
it for a show is criti cal. 
"We put our heart and 
soul into each of our pieces 
Graduation 
Announcements! 
Personalized with : 
Your name • Your degree 
Have it your way! 
and we all create art for a 
variety of reasons,"Walker 
sa id. 'Td encourage the 
Harding community to 
drop by the gallery and have 
their heart touched, even as 
a stress relief activity; to go 
sec something bright and 
beautiful." 
Junior graphic des ign 
major Becca H enthorne 
said she plans to enter next 
year and encourages all art 
students to make efforts to 
enter because it supports the 
department. 
"It helps them gain ex-
posure," Henthorne said. "I 
thin k it provides students 
with a chance to showcase 
their work and gain gaJlery 
experience." 
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Monopoly belongs in board game jail hunter beck 
Something old 
and new jp baker 
guest 
writer 
I t has come to my attention that some of you enjoy the game "Monopoly." 
Perhaps you love "Monopoly." Maybe, 
much to my horror, you go so far as to 
claim that "Monopoly" is the best board 
game ever made. You are wrong. You are 
so incredibly, overwhelmingly, unintelli-
gibly wrong that I am taking hours out of 
my important life to write this editorial 
especially for you. You're welcome. 
What should a board game be, exactly? 
One might say "fun," but one would, once 
again, be wrong. Board games satisfy a far 
more savage and visceral need - a need 
for dominance. A game, above all, aims 
to be a valid arena for competition and 
rivalry. You know this. You, too, have felt 
the primal instincts emerge uncontrolled in 
the midst of an otherwise fun-filled "family 
game night. "Brother is set against father, 
daughter is set against mother, and in-laws 
are particularly set against in-laws. Board 
games have come not to bring peace, but a 
sword. This remains true of "Monopoly" -
one is never more unhappy with life than 
at the end of a game of "Monopoly"-yet 
it fails to meet the two basic requirements 
of a good, competitive board game. 
First of all, a good board game utilizes 
chance, but chance must be diluted and 
susceptible to influence. The unpredictable 
is fun, but it can quickly devolve into 
something that robs players of all dignity. 
Who can taste the sweet succor of victory 
when they owe it all to a roll of the dice? 
Decisions should influence probability, not 
the other way around. Take for instance 
"Risk," an excellent game, in which a dice 
roll controls a large portion of combat. 
Players might get a lucky break, or an 
unlucky break, but ultimately a player 
influences their probability of success by 
the placement of their armies. "Monopoly," 
on the other hand, has players rolling dice 
to send them helplessly around the board 
in an endless carousel of boredom. Will 
you ever land on Park Place? Who knows? 
There's nothing you can do to increase or to 
decrease the likelihood. Instead, a dice roll 
will probably determine the entire game. 
Next, people often speakofa board game's 
"balance." I would take this trait further, 
describing it as balanced asymmetry- that 
is, players should have an equal potential for 
victory, yet not have such similar positions 
as to make identical decisions. "Monopoly" 
establishes neither of these conditions. On 
the first journey around the board, the 
game immediately demonstrates a vast 
disparity between each player's potential 
success. Player No. 1 might land on only 
highly-coveted properties, \.\ihile player No. 
2 might hardly land on any properties at all. 
Furthermore, "Monopoly" decisions rarely 
muster the dynamic possibilities a board 
game should offer. Any player - either 
intuitively or having researched the most 
basic strategies -will approach the game 
with nearly identical choices. A cursory 
Google search reveals the stagnant state 
of the game's strategy which is based on 
binary, unchanging opportunities: buy this, 
don't buy that; sell this, don't sell that; etc. 
Ask yourself this: would anyone else with 
a basic understanding of "Monopoly" 
property values play any differently? Does 
your gameplay demonstrate any mastery? 
Any superiority? The early game is nearly 
always a buy-what-you-can situation, 
and the early game often determines the 
leverage by which players win in the late 
game. Boasting becomes pointless because 
competition disappears; the game giveth 
and the game taketh away. 
Let me renege on my opening statements. 
It is okay to enjoy playing "Monopoly." 
I guess. It is also okay to enjoy playing 
"Candyland" or"Chutes &Ladders." The 
real sin of"Monopoly" is that it masquer-
ades as something more valuable than our 
other childhood games - something 
worthwhile of our time and competitive 
energies. All it really achieves is an almost 
perfect imitation of capitalism: the sleek 
veneer of a fair contest barely concealing 
the injustice of a tedious and manipulative 
game of chance. 
JP BAKER is a guest writer for the 
Bison. 
He may be contacted at 
jbakerl l@harding.edu. 
The great lie 
of American 
democracy 
The political landscape is filled with buzz phrases and 
mottos meant to convey some emotion or conviction 
without actually saying much. These can range from 
campaign slogans like Dwight D. Eisenhower's "I like Ike" 
to the lifting of"the right to bear arms" from the Secqrtd 
Amendment to fight against gun control. 
That's all well and good. Politics have always been full 
of cleverly succinct vernacular, like Caesar's bold "I came, I 
saw, I conquered, "Marx's Communist-unifying "workers of 
the world, unite," and Patrick Henry's courageous "give me 
liberty, or give me death." Of all of these phrases, however, 
there is one that lights a fire under me. 
"You should never sacrifice freedom for security."Or, 
as itwas originallywritten by Benjamin Franklin: "Those 
who would give up essential Liberty, to purchase a little 
temporary Safety, deserve neither Liberty nor Safety." 
In 1755, it was a nice and very specific sentiment written 
as part of an appeal to the governor of Pennsylvania for a 
bill that would raise money to better defend the frontier 
from attack. 
In 2015, it is one of the most ignorant things one could 
say in reference to the role of government. 
What advice would you give to prospective students 
coming to Bison Days? 
The entire premise of government is a body of people 
choosing to sacrifice certain personal liberties for the 
collective security. If you don't understand or agree with 
this concept, look at the inverse. The truest freedom would 
be to live in a land where no higher power exercises any 
limit on what one can and cannot do, where no law or 
armed force is there to prevent crime. Think about every 
"wild, wild west" movie and remove the marshal or sheriff 
from the plot. 
Abbygale Garrison, 
freshman 
Braden Madgett, 
sophomore 
Ray Davis, 
junior 
Josh West, 
senior 
By consenting to live under government rule, you 
implicitly agree to sacrifice some level of freedom for 
security. You agree to refrain from violence, to refrain from 
persecuting others for their religion or race, and to the 
possibility of jury duty. You agree to these in exchange for 
armed forces to protect you from violence, for protection 
from persecution, and for the promise of a fair ttial by 
jury should you end up being indicted. But somewhere 
along the line, Americans have missed the point of our 
government. We've misinterpreted the idea of freedom. 
Go to classes and 
talk with the deans 
and professors of 
your department. 
Really try to 
branch out and 
meet new people. 
Check out different 
departments 
you're interested in 
and just have fun. 
Take the first step. 
Everyone wants to 
meet new people, 
but no one wants 
The United States was, of course, founded out of a 
desire for more freedom. After fighting a bitter war to 
escape oppression, the founding fathers put first the idea 
of liberty and undeniable freedom. But the spine of this 
freedom that is now so overlooked is the idea ofliberty and 
inalienable rights for all, the implied idea that your rights 
and freedom are protected until they impede on someone 
else's. The most significant amendments to the Constitu-
tion were made as a result of someone's inalienable rights 
being denied somehow: the right for people to drink what 
they want (the 21st Amendment), the right for women 
to vote (the 19th Amendment), and the right for anyone 
who isn't white to be treated equally as a citizen of the 
United States (the 13th, 14th and 15th Amendments). 
to be the first. 
Reevaluating neccesity 
addison hurst 
guest 
writer 
I am an avid Netflix watcher. I will 
watch just about anything because, why 
not? I {my parents) am paying $8 a 
month to have all of this entertainment, 
so you better believe I am taking full 
advantage ofit. 
Last night I watched a documentary 
called "Living on One Dollar," directed 
by Sean Leonard, Zach Ingrasci and 
Chris Temple. It is about four college 
students who spent their summer living 
on one dollar a day in rural Guatemala, 
in attempt to experience life on the edge 
of extreme poverty. 
These four guys spent two months 
living life as locals in the village of Pena 
Blanca. They bought a small house and 
planted beets hoping to sell them. They 
faced the harsh realities of poverty and 
Alexis Hostlcka 
editor-in-chief 
Cole Mokry 
news editor 
Shane Schock 
sports editor 
Joshua Johnson 
features editor 
Hunter Beck 
opinions editor 
JP Baker 
Michael Claxton 
Andrea Decamp 
Katie Diffine 
endured what a large part of our world 
has to deal with. It was crazy watching 
these guys from New York struggle to 
make a living for two months, while the 
locals face those struggles daily. 
Unlike the last documentary I watched, 
"Russia's Toughest Prisons," this one was 
surprisingly inspiring. I assumed it would 
spark emotion, but it made me question 
what I'm doing with my life. Now don't 
get me wrong, "Russia's Toughest Prisons" 
made me question things too, but those 
were very different questions. 
I'm sitting watching this movie in my 
queen-size bed, in my own room, staring at 
the luxuries I have and consider necessities. 
Why is it necessary for me to have 20 
sweaters and a new purse for the winter 
season? It's not, but society tells us that 
we need these things to survive socially. I 
say, "survive socially" because it's not like 
they tell us that we literally will not survive 
without these things, but not having the 
latest and greatest is made to seem like 
social suicide. I would say this is a problem 
of the new age, but unfortunately I think 
it has always been an issue. 
While watching "Living on One 
Dollar," I saw Guatemalans struggle to 
put food on the table for their families, 
and I'm complaining because I have to 
eat in the cafeteria for lunch. Honestly, I 
have become a very selfish, bratty person. 
I don't think it's just me though. I think 
it's a huge problem in our society. 
The sad thing is, I have seen this kind 
of poverty first hand and I still act this way. 
I'm almost ashamed to say that because 
I have no excuse. In 2010 I went on a 
mission trip to Haiti. According to Fox 
Business, 77 percent of Haiti is living in 
poverty. I saw people who were living in 
a city dump. Mission trips are great, but 
what's the point if you don't let them 
change you? 
I think we all need to take a step back 
and reevaluate our lives. Maybe instead of 
spending $8 on Netflix, I'll donate that 
money to a non-profit or sponsor a child. 
We are all incredibly blessed, and I think 
it is time we share our blessings. 
ADDISON HURST Is a guest 
writer for the Bison. 
She may be contacted at 
ahurst4@harding.edu. 
staff 
Somehow, however, Americans began to believe that 
the backbone of American democracy is the protection of 
their own personal freedoms. I'm not interested in arguing 
for or against Obamacare - I think it is the wrong step in 
the right direction - but "socialized" healthcare presents 
a good example. There should be no denying that more 
accessible healthcare is a good thing for the people of the 
country. However, there is a prevailing backlash against the 
idea, because it will create new inconveniences for those 
who already have healthcare. Sure, your right to choose 
your healthcare plan is nice, but is it greater than the 
right to healthcare for those who can't afford it? I believe 
the sacrifice of your freedom to choose your healthcare 
package in order to ensure the protection of another man's 
health is a noble one. 
Begin to view government from the collective scope 
of the American population rather than with only your 
interests, and you will see things from a new - and I 
believe better - perspective. 
HUNTER BECK is the opinions editor for 
the Bison. 
He may be contacted at 
hbeck@harding.edu. 
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alexis hosticka 
Keep it 
covered 
Aouple hundred years ago, it was considered scandalous 
or women to show their 
ankles. Now, nonprofit Go Topless is 
advocating "for the right of women to 
appear bare-chested in public," while 
conversely a blogger is sharing why 
she won't wear leggings in public and 
is facing backlash from women who 
choose to dress less conservatively. 
In recent news, according to The 
Chicago Tribune, a woman attempted 
to file a "federal lawsuit over the right 
of women to go topless in Chicago." 
The city has since filed a motion to 
dismiss the suit, saying, "female breasts 
are considered erogenous in a way that 
male breasts are not." I didn't think 
that was a statement that lawyers 
would ever have to make. It seems 
pretty obvious already. 
But in today's culture, people 
like to just throw around the word 
"equality." Everyone wants to be 
treated equally. But equal does not 
necessarily mean the same. The law 
cannot and should not treat the issue 
of male and female toplessness in the 
same manner because male and female 
top-halves are simply not the same. 
It doesn't take much to realize that. 
Even little kids at a swimming pool 
can tell that there aren't going to be 
any topless women around. 
But then you get to the issue of, 
if the woman wants to be nude in 
public, why can't she? It's her body 
and her decision. However, public 
nudity isn't only a personal decision; 
it's a public one. Being nude in public 
means people who have zero interest in 
seeing a person naked have to anyway. 
Conside r nudity in movies: 
according to the Motion Picture 
Association of America, sexualized 
nudity is only permitted in R-rated 
movies. Whether you like it or not, a 
woman's chest is a very sexualized body 
part and therefore should not appear 
in movies without ample warning. 
I know that there is no chance my 
parents would have ever taken me 
as a kid to see a movie with even a 
split second of nudity. It's considered 
inappropriate. How would a parent be 
expected to explain a topless woman 
walking around in public? There's no 
warning and no escape. 
Then we go to the other end of the 
spectrum, where women are striving 
to be modest and cover themselves 
more than society requires. 
Veronica Partridge, a Christian wife, 
mom and blogger, wrote a post titled, 
"Why I Chose To No Longer Wear 
Leggings," explaining her personal 
decision to no longer wear leggings 
or yoga pants in public unless her 
shirt is covering her rear-end. For 
the Harding community, this idea 
is nothing revolutionary. But people 
responded to her post with hate, 
questioning and disgust. 
Partridge cited her reasoning 
for this decision as "when women 
wear (leggings) it creates a stronger 
attraction for a man to look at a 
woman's body and may cause them 
to think lustful thoughts." She also 
clarified by saying that, although it is 
partly the responsibility of men not 
to look, she wants to do her part to 
help them. She said she was "in no 
way trying to tell people what they 
can and cannot wear." 
There is no reason her decision to 
be modest should evoke such uproar. 
But individual decisions of modesty 
are different than those ofimmodesty 
because there's only one of the two that 
doesn't require shielding a child's eyes. 
ALEXIS HOSTICKA is the 
editor-in-chief for the Bison. 
She may be contacted at 
ahostlck@hardlng.edu. 
Twitter: @alexts_hosticka 
Cafeteria econoDlics 
connor merry 
guest 
writer 
W ith a minor in economics, I am by no means claiming to be Ben 
Bernanke, but a few tidbits of 
knowledge have managed to sneak into my 
thick skull throughout my time at Harding. 
Recently, it occurred to me that the cafeteria's 
monetary system seems inherently flawed. 
As a graduating senior who has lived in 
the dorm all four years, I have been required 
to buy a cafeteria meal plan every year. To 
the freshmen, I am afraid to tell you that, 
come end of the semester, you are in for a 
rude awakening. During the last few weeks of 
the semester you might ask how many swipes 
you have left, only to your horror to hear Ms. 
Norma reply with a number upwards of 100. 
With swipes running around $8 apiece, that 
means you could be left with approximately 
$800 of unused swipes. 
The problem arises with lack of account-
ability for the cafeteria's food. It actually 
benefits the cafeteria to make lower quality 
food. If cafeteria food is poor, less people 
come to the cafeteria. If less people come 
to the cafeteria, they can make less food. If 
they can make less food, they save money. 
The cafeteria's economic system encourages 
them to make worse food. The real catch is 
that if you do not like this system or the 
food and live on campus, there is nothing 
you can do about it, because living in most 
dorms requires you to buy a meal plan. 
Of course, what good is bringing up a 
problem without an answer? What then is 
the solution? I believe if our swipes were 
interchangeable with DCB, it would provide 
for a better cafeteria system. The cafeteria 
would then have a competitor in which to 
help raise food quality. 
Imagine if each swipe was worth $8 of 
DCB. If the cafeteria wanted to make money 
on this system, students would have to be 
convinced that the food was up to par or 
better than that of the student center. In 
addition, it would provide students with 
more choices on how to spend their meal 
plans. In my opinion, more choices make 
for a better system. I believe the cafeteria 
dilemma presents an excellent example of 
what happens when someone has ownership 
of the entire market, as opposed to a more 
capitalist system that encourages competition. 
Ask yourself which you ran out of first, 
caf swipes or DCB. If my guess is right, you 
probably ran out of DCB first. I think this 
only backs up my theory. Since there would 
be competition with student center food, the 
quality would have to be raised. Furthermore, 
if the cafeteria's food was better, it would 
encourage people off campus to buy bigger 
meal plans, and the cafeteria would earn 
more money. 
Perhaps it's my picky eating and I'm the 
one who is wrong. Maybe my proposed 
solution would only hurt the student center 
and cafeteria. Regardless, I think a good look 
at the number of swipes used by students 
could reveal the truth of whether or not the 
cafeteria's food quality is good. In addition, 
Harding prides itself on receiving donations to 
knock off a third of tuition. Why not further 
help us financially by not forcing us to buy 
meal plans? If Harding is confident that it is 
providing a quality cafeteria food experience, 
they should have no problem giving us a free 
choice of whether or not to buy a meal plan. 
CONNOR MERRY is a guest 
writer for the Bison. 
He may be contacted at 
cmerry@hardlng.edu. 
Interested in writing a guest column? 
Contact Hunter Beck at hbeck@harding.edu. 
1ust the 
C\a~ An undeclared hero 
I t's not often that someone goes to the trouble to frame Post-it notes. Last year 
I got a package in the mail from one of 
my recent advisees. She was an outstanding 
student with ambitious goals, and when she 
came to me for academic advising a few 
years ago, she was trying to pack quite a 
bit into her final few semesters. It seemed 
that every time I talked to her, she wanted 
to add more layers to her degree. 
We went back to the drawing board 
more than once, but we finally figured out 
a strategy where she could graduate on 
time with the credits she wanted. One of 
our advising sessions got so complicated 
that I ended up listing seven hoops she 
needed to jump through to customize her 
degree. I scribbled the steps on two orange 
Post-it notes. 
When she graduated, I gave her a card 
that someone had given me back when I 
finished college. The cartoon on the front 
showed a booth set up next to the gradu-
ation platform. A sign on the booth read, 
"Last chance to change your major." She 
is now teaching English out west, and last 
year she found my notes, framed them, and 
sent them to me with a new yellow Post-it 
square which read, "To the best academic 
adviser - Thank you for believing in me." 
I keep it in my office to remind me that 
advising matters. 
But I have to respectfully decline the 
"Best Academic Adviser" title. That belongs 
to the man who taught so many of us how 
to do it - Harold Alexander, who died last 
week at age 68. When I first joined the 
Harding faculty in 2003, I was assigned 
Michael 
Claxton 
to help advise undeclared majors. These 
students weren't quite sure what direction 
they wanted to take in college, and now 
some of them had been placed in the hands 
of someone who had no idea what to tell 
them. I was afraid it was a recipe for disaster. 
Thankfully, Harold showed me what to 
do. He was over halfway through a 20-year 
career with the Academic Advising Center 
and was a master at his job. Harold knew just 
exactly how to reassure nervous freshmen, 
especially those who had not yet declared 
a major. He helped them get started at the 
university and figure out a schedule. He 
listened intently and gave gentle, sensible 
guidance. I was impressed at how much 
he wanted students to succeed, and it was 
obvious that he cared. A lot. 
He taught me that advising takes time 
and patience, and that the best sessions 
often go far beyond talking about classes 
and credits. He showed me with his relaxed 
manner and warm smile how to put people at 
ease. He helped mentor this future mentor. 
Whenever I am able to do the right thing 
as an adviser, it's because he did the right 
thing for much longer. 
It all came so naturally to Harold. Qyiet 
leadership had been his talent from a young 
age, when he served as captain of his 1964 
high school basketball team and led them 
to a record 42-0 season. At Harding he 
continued that success, receiving an award 
for Outstanding Athlete. After college he 
coached basketball and served as a high 
school counselor for over two decades. 
When he came to Harding in 1991, 
Harold created the Academic Advising 
Center and years later helped develop the 
Early Alert system, where faculty can reach 
out early in the semester to students who 
may be having difficulty. His work has made 
a tremendous difference in the lives of so 
many. It has single-handedly improved 
retention at Harding, but even more than 
that, it has enabled the faculty to better live 
out our mission to serve students. 
As a deacon and elder, home-Bible-study 
host and counselor, husband to Jenene for 
47 years, father of three and grandfather 
of six, Harold Alexander practiced humble 
leadership all his life. He was talented with 
his hands and could fix almost anything, 
from a broken car or appliance to a derailed 
degree plan. The wise guidance he gave to his 
family, his students and his colleagues made 
us all better. But he was not someone who 
liked the spotlight. He didn't seek attention 
as a flamboyant teacher or out-front leader. 
An undeclared hero to undeclared majors, 
he chose to make a quiet difference, one 
heart - and one schedule - at a time. 
MICHAEL CLAXTON ts a guest writer 
for the Bison. 
He may be contacted at 
mclaxto l@harding.edu. 
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Shane Schock 
Schock 
Talk 
Super Bowl 
predictions 
Millions of people will be 
tuning in to NBC this week-
end to watch one of the most 
anticipated sporting events in 
America. Superbowl XLIX is 
this Sunday, Feb.1, in Phoenix, 
Ariz., where the New England 
Patriots, coming off a week of 
"deflating" allegations, go up 
against the "Legion of Boom'' 
that is the Seattle Seahawks. 
The Patriots are coming off 
of a commanding victory over 
the Colts, 45-7, in a game a 
lot of people believe should 
have an asterisk next to. Se-
attle squeaked by Greenbay 
with a late scoring rally that 
put them on top in overtime, 
28-22. Now these two teams 
will play one last game to see 
who gets crowned champion. 
Sunday's game will be 
about New England's offense 
versus Seattle's defense more 
than the other way around. 
The Patriots finished 11th in 
total offense before finding a 
running game in the playoffs, 
which would have boosted 
them inside the top five 
offenses during the regular 
season. The Seahawks started 
slow on defense and had to 
battle through some injuries, 
but now they are healthy and 
since week 11 they have been 
the No. l defense in the NFL. 
Patriots quarterback Tom 
Brady will have his plate full 
against the "Legend ofBoom'' 
Seattle defense, especially since 
they will have to use inflated 
footballs this week. As much 
as I don't want to see New 
England win, I just do not 
see Seattle's offense being 
able to stick with them if it 
comes down to a back and 
forth scoring battle. 
Over the regular season, 
Seattle had trouble stopping 
the running game, which, if 
exploited, led to a high win-
ning percentage against the 
Seahawks. The Kansas City 
Chiefs, the St. Louis Rams and 
the Dallas Cowboys all had 
success in the running game 
against Seattle, helping to take 
away the dominate pass rush 
abilities of Seattle's defense. 
With the recent rushing attack 
ofNew England runningback 
LeGarrette Blount, the Patriots 
will have to lean on him as 
they did against the Colts 
when he had 30 carries for 
148 yards. If Blount can run 
wild and Brady is efficient 
on converting third downs, 
I think New E ngland can 
edge Seattle. 
On the other hand, for 
Seattle to h ave a shot in 
this game, they will need a 
few breaks and a beast-like 
performance from their quiet 
Skittle-eating runningback, 
Marshawn Lynch. He is one 
of the best runners in the 
game, but at times, it seems 
he's Seattle's only weapon. 
At the end of the day, it 
will take a big special teams 
play or even a trick play from 
Seattle for them to outscore 
New England. My prediction 
is New England will find a 
way to pound the ball on the 
ground and control the clock 
to a 21-13 victory. 
SHME SCl-fOO< is sports 
editor for the 2014-
2015 Bison. He may be 
contacted at 
sschock@harding.edu. 
Twitter: 
@Shane_M_Schock 
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Sophomore Will Francis drives the lane against Arkansas Tech during the Bisons 89-80 win on Jan. 22. Francis finished with 11 
points in the game. 
Rowdies fuel Bisons four-game win streak 
By David Salley 
Asst. Sports Editor 
After suffering several close losses 
away from home this season, the 
Bisons basketball team, with help 
from the friendly confines of home, 
has gotten back on track and found 
their groove in the last two weeks. 
Since classes resumed, the Bisons 
have not lost a game and have taken 
full advantage of a timely home 
stand which coincided with students 
returning from Christmas break. The 
combination of a fired up student 
body and a refreshed team has led 
to four straight wins in the Rhodes 
Field House, pulling the Bisons 3-4 
Great American Conference (GAC) 
record up to 7-4 in the last two weeks. 
They currently sit in fourth place in 
the GAC standings, one game behind 
three schools tied for first. Head coach 
Jeff Morgan said that the Rhodes 
Rowdies have been a huge part of 
the last four victories. 
"There's no doubt that the energy 
and the connection between what's 
going on in the stands and what's 
going on on the floor is very strong," 
Morgan said. 'We've always known, 
for 18 years now, that the people in 
the stands are a huge part of our team. 
They bring that energy and there's no 
doubt that that fuels our guys." 
Another big factor for the Bisons, 
not just in these last four wins, but 
all season has been the play of junior 
center Andraz Kavas. Kavas currently 
leads the GAC in scoring at 19.8 
points per game, which has been 
bolstered by his last four performances 
in which he averaged just under 24 
points per game and shot nearly 50 
percent from behind the three-point 
line. Kavas said the team knew they 
had to win these home games. 
"We talked before the season about 
protecting the home court and I think 
we played really well these last four 
games," Kavas said. "We defended 
really well and were also very effective 
on offense. We told ourselves, 'We 
cannot afford to lose games in front 
of students, faculty and all the other 
people who come to our games and 
support us. m 
The frenzied energy of the Rhodes 
Rowdies, however, will not be on their 
side in the coming weeks. Of the 
Bisons final nine games, six of them 
are on the road - a place they have 
yet to win this year. 
"When you look at our record 
on the road, we've struggled but it's 
not like we've played horrible on the 
road,"Morgan said. "We've been in a 
lot of close games and we just haven't 
finished like we've needed to. But these 
guys have a spirit of togetherness, and 
that's what you need to have to win 
on the road." 
In their six road losses this season, 
five of them were decided by six points 
or less. Kavas said that although they 
have struggled away from home this 
year, the team's confidence is sky high 
as they hit the road again, this time 
carrying a four-game win streak. 
"We have struggled in away games 
this year, but I think that after the last 
four games the situation is a little bit 
different," Kavas said. "We are much 
more confident and we all believe that 
it's about time to steal some wins in 
away games. If we carry our energy 
and passion from home games to the 
road, we have good chances to win 
those games and put ourselves in the 
position we all want to be in." 
The Bisons next game is tomorrow 
at 7 :30 p.m. against Southern Arkansas 
University and will be the final home 
game until Feb.14. Results from the 
Jan . 29 game against H enderson 
State University were unavailable as 
of press time. 
Bisons baseball ready for opening day 
By Jordan Doyle 
Student Writer 
The Harding baseball team will 
play the first game of the season 
against Augustana College on 
Saturday,Jan. 31. 
The team has been focusing on 
improving the starting pitching in 
practices. According to head baseball 
coach, Patrick McGaha, the starting 
pitching last season was not ideal. 
"Our bullpen had to assume more 
innings, and were responsible for 
more innings than we really want-
ed them to usually have to pitch," 
McGaha said. "Hopefully this year, 
our starting pitching will go a little 
deeper in the games and not stress 
our bullpen so much." 
McGaha said he believes the 
pitchers' experiences from last season 
will help improve their games. 
"It's just a little different mindset 
when you're older and have been 
through it before," McGaha said. 
"This group has a very, very good 
work ethic. Our pitching staff has 
put themselves in a good position 
this year because they're physically 
ready to go." 
The team has been working on 
physical conditioning since the week 
of Aug. 24. 
Half of the team's leadership 
council, the baseball team's version 
of team captains, is composed of 
pitchers. The two pitchers on the 
leadership council are senior Josh 
Spears, and junior Collin Campbell. 
Campbell said his pre-game ritual 
before pitching includes drinking a 
Mountain Dew and reading the Bible. 
He said reading Scripture reminds 
him of his motivation for playing. 
"Each opportunity I get to pitch, 
I have the opportunity of glorifying 
God and being a Christian example 
for everyone to see," Campbell said. 
"That motivates me to continue 
working hard." 
Junior infielder Joh n Chapman, 
also on the leadership council, said 
his motivation comes from focusing 
on his teammates and doing well 
for them. 
Both Chapman and Campbell 
said they are striving to win the 
Great American Conference Tour-
nament. Even though pitching was 
not perfect last season, M cGaha said 
the team has a chance of winning 
the tournament due to how much 
pitching and defense is stressed 
this season. 
"To win consistently in baseball, 
you have to have good pitching and 
good defense, and those are going 
to be our two biggest strengths this 
year," M cGaha said. "I feel like our 
pitching and defense is going to keep 
us pretty competitive and give us a 
chance to win ballgames." 
Chapman said he believes any 
future successes depend on the 
team realizing that the group is 
more important than the individual. 
"'The bottom line is that you are 
not the bottom line,' coach (Andy) 
Schatzley says that," Chapman 
said. "If all the guys on the team 
can individually realize and accept 
that Harding baseball as a whole 
is much more important than their 
own personal goals or stats, then 
we will be a very successful team." 
The baseball team will play at 
least 50 games this season, from 
Jan. 31-April 25. 
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Junior outfielder Zac Stewart slides into third base during prac-
tice on Wednesday, Jan. 29. The Bisons first game is on Jan. 31 
against Augustana CoJJege at home. 
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:Softball se,t for ·s·econd year of progr~m rebuild 
I • · ~ \ , • < < . 
'e, Paige McNellly :: . ·the slogan 'Win the Day,' so 
Stµdent Writer they are setting about to do 
"Last year was a y~ar of the right things every day," 
.firsts," head softball.coach Berry said. 
'.Pim Berry said. "1his-season For the team, the focus 
we are focusing on taking it lies on .being better people 
:to ,t;he next level." and talcing care of what needs 
• · '_Last season, the Lady Bi- to be done in front of them 
:sons softball team played its instead of what is to come. 
·first year after the university "I just want to go out 
.dropped the sport in 1985.At there and be the best that I 
. the beginning of the spring can be," Rollins said. 
season, the team was projected The team makes this goal 
to rank 11th (last) in the Great possible by the support they 
American Conference (GAC). give each other on and off 
,They finished the season in the field. 
'.fourth place, qualifying for "Beyond performing well, 
the conference tournament last year was one of the best 
with a record of32-26. experiences of my life just 
"We immediately became because of my teammates," 
:competitive ai:id earned re- Rollins said. "We b~s.ically 
spect (in the conference)," became a family within t~e 
Berry said. · · , 1 first ~f.'..t;~.:\.J~· · (t~ . 
According to the GAC B¢trf said tjie foundation ' 
-softball standings, the team ':of faith and trust sets:this 
is projected to finish fifth team and the women apart 
this season. The team has a from other teams in the 
goal set for the season to win 
40games. 
"I think last year we made 
everyone realize that we 
are a force to be reckoned 
with/' senior pitcher Amber 
Rollins said. 
Winning is contagious, and 
the Lady Bisons have their 
mind set to make winning 
a norm. 
conference. 
Along with support of 
each other, the team has had 
a significant amount from 
support from the student 
body. According to Berry, the 
student support at Harding 
has been special and the 
team encourages students 
to attend games. 
"The girls got a taste of 
success last season, so they 
intend to build on that," 
Berry said. 
He said this season is not 
about outcome-oriented goals. 
"The girls have adopted 
"We ultimately hope to 
create the same atmosphere 
as the one in the Rhodes," 
Berry said. 
The team's first home game 
will beJan.31 at noon against 
Christian Brothers University 
at First Community Stadium. 
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Freshman infielder Kylie Stephens fields a ball and sets to throw during practice 
on Wednesday, Jan. 28. The Lady Bisons first game is Jan. 31 against Christian 
Brothers University. 
Lady Bisons roll UAM, leap to 16th nationally 
Saunders, Lewis lead the charge; women's basketball hopes to extend win streak 
By Hannah Perry 
Student Writer -
The Lady Bisons defeated University of 
Arkansas-Monticello (UAM) 82-58 Saturday, 
capturing their Uth consecutive win and boosting 
their conference record to 11-0, good for first 
place in the Great American Conference (GAC). 
After a big win against ranked rival Arkansas 
Tech on Jan. 22, the Lady Bisons had just one 
day to prepare for the Lady Blossoms. Head 
coach Tim Kirby said that despite the quick 
timeline, the team played with great effort and 
determination. 
"We were concerned about the energy level 
because it's a quick turnaround," Kirby said. 
"We had one day to prepare for them, and we 
experided a lot of energy on Thursday. I think 
they did a good job coming out and attacking 
us early, but I was really proud of the way 
we responded at the end of halftime and the 
second half." 
Senior forwards Montana Lewis and Arielle 
Saunders both scored 20 points, and Saunders 
set a new career high in rebounds, pulling down 
19 during the game. 
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With 1,550 Bison fans in attendance, the 
second-largest crowd this season according to 
Harding Sports Information, the No. 16 Lady 
Bisons used a big play at the end of the first 
half to grab the momentum.Seconds before 
the end of the first half, Lewis scored on a 
breakaway layup and was fouled in the process. 
The three-point play gave the Bisons a 35-31 
halftime advantage and the upper hand in what 
was a close game at that point. 
"It was a huge play because it gave us a lot 
of momentum going into halftime and allowed 
us to start the second half on a good note," 
Saunders said. 
One of the reasons the game remained so 
close in the first half was the Lady Blossoms 
offensive rebounding - something the Lady 
Bisons addressed heavily at the break. 
"During halftime coach Kirby talked to us 
about rebounding," Saunders said. "He was 
pleased with the way we ended the half, but 
told us we needed to win this game with our 
defense and by out-rebounding them by as 
much as possible in the second half." 
Sophomore Andi Haney, who scored eight 
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points and had two rebounds for the Lady 
Bisons in the victory, said that coming out of 
halftime the team was more focused and feeling 
more confident. 
"We had the momentum going into halftime 
because Montana got that great three-point 
play at the end," Haney said. "We were feeling 
confident about where we were standing and 
we knew we could get better. I think one of 
our concentrations was not worrying about the 
girls we were focusing on, but worrying about 
them as a team." 
The Lady Bisons proceeded to outscore 
the Lady Blossoms by 20 in the second half, 
blowing them out and improving their record 
to 15-2 for the year. Following the GAC wins 
over Arkansas Tech and the UAM, the Lady 
Bisons jumped seven spots in the USA Today 
NCAA DII coaches' poll from 23rd to 16th. 
The Lady Bisons next home game is "Pink 
Out" night, on Saturday,] an. 31 against South-
ern Arkansas University at 5:30 p.m. in the 
Rhodes Fieldhouse. Results from Thursday's 
game against Henderson State University were 
unavailable as of press time. 
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Cats still 
undefeated 
Heading into the second 
half of college basketball 
season, it is hard to turn on 
ESPN without hearing about 
the University of Kentucky 
Wildcats. The Cats are ranked 
No. 1 in the Associated Press 
Top 25 for the 12th consecutive 
week. They have been voted 
unanimously as the No. 1 
team for five of those weeks. 
Why is this such a big 
deal? Well, with only a little 
less than half of the regular 
season left, the Cats have a 
fairly simple schedule ahead 
of them. The remainder of 
their opponents this season 
are unranked SEC teams. This 
isn't to say they aren't going 
to be good games, but if the 
Cats continue to play like they 
have so far this season, I would 
think they can finish out the 
season with a perfect record. 
The Wildcats have been 
quite the unstoppable force 
this season. They have played 
a nine or 10 player rotation all 
year which is pretty uncommon 
in my opinion. Head coach 
John Calipari has said over 
the past few weeks that he 
may or may not stick with 
that rotation when it comes to 
the post season. This has given 
the Cats a great advantage 
when it comes to fresh legs 
and energy. 
Calipari has also talked 
about the fact they need to 
keep playing with lots of energy 
considering other teams have 
a lot of motivation to take 
down the unbeaten Cats. In 
a recent interview, Calipari 
mentioned he would like to 
see improvement in unforced 
turnovers. He said he feels like 
if they continue to improve 
in the areas of turnovers and 
energy they will keep winning 
key games. 
Only nine NCAA DI 
basketball teams have ever 
completed a perfect regular 
season. Wichita State was the 
last to do so just last season. 
Only seven of those nine went 
on to win a National Cham-
pionship, the last being Bobby 
Knight's Indiana Hoosiers in 
1976. Will Kentucky remain 
undefeated and go on to win 
a National Championship? 
I guess we just have to wait 
and see. 
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Sopho01ore fights 
for pageant 
Inspired by Proverbs, ber 
Ward seeks support from 
social clubs around campus 
By Andrea Decamp 
Student Writer 
Sophomore Amber Ward 
is competing for the title of 
Miss Arkansas. Her current 
title is Miss Central Arkansas, 
and her goal is to raise funds 
in order to fully compete for 
the title of Miss Arkansas 
in July which would lead to 
rompeting in the Miss America 
Scholarship Program. 
According to Ward, she 
was not a pageant child and 
did not start competing at a 
young age. She began com-
peting because doors were 
opened and it became a way 
for her to serve God and her 
community. 
"I never even considered 
pageantry to be something 
that I wanted to do because 
... there is a lot of stipulation 
that surrounds it, especially 
with people who don't know 
anything about the otganiz.ation 
and what they do, "Ward said. 
Ward said she started 
getting involved in pageantry 
after a student retreat through 
her church. 
"I had seen that verse in 
Proverbs that talks about how 
the faith of one believer can 
abolish strongholds of evil and 
I just really started addressing 
that,"Ward said. "(Then) doors 
started opening and I got in 
contact with people who said 
'I don't understand why you 
shouldn't go for a title."' 
Ward recently decided to 
connect with the Harding 
community through social 
clubs to raise funds for the 
Children's Miracle Hospital 
Networks, a program that 
has partnered with the Miss 
America For Kids organiz.ation. 
Ward said she wants to raise 
$3,000 for the program. She 
has met with several men's 
social clubs including Knights 
and Omega Phi. 
"I thought it was really 
cool that Amber Ward chose 
Harding, specifically social 
clubs, to reach out and get 
funds for her community 
outreach," senior Omega Phi 
member GeoffDavis said. "I 
thought it was a good decision, 
and it let us be part of her 
campaign." 
Sophomore Katie McDon-
nel said that Ward is a sweet, 
genuine girl who becomes a 
friend to everyone. 
"(Ward is) obviously very 
dedicated," McDonnel said. 
"She has strong character. 
After leaving for a semester, 
she knew that Harding was 
the place for her and just had 
to come back." 
Freshman Abby Loring said 
she admires Ward's drive in 
this competition. Loring has 
competed in three different 
pageants including a national 
and an international junior 
Miss America circuit. 
"Even when I was in high 
school while competing, it was 
very hard to balance doing 
appearances and hanging with 
my friends," Loring said. "So 
for (Ward) to balance college 
and traveling all over the state 
is admirable." 
Loring said that this kind 
of ambition is exactly what 
judges look for in a title holder. 
"(-The judges) will see that 
not only is (Ward) striving to 
get a college career, but they'll 
see that she still has dreams 
outside of college and is willing 
to pursue them," Loring said. 
Ward said that if anyone 
would like to donate to the 
Children's Miracle Hospital 
Networks, they can find the 
necessary link on her Instagram 
page (@miss_amber_leigh). 
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Sisters Laura Walker and Cristie Merritt sit in their ShopbellaC clothing boutique on the Beebe Capps 
Expressway on Jan. 28. The sisters opened the store in 2010 after identifying a need for a Christian 
business w ith affordable merchandise. 
Searcy sisters offer affordable 
clothing, welcoming atmosphere 
By Katie Diffine 
Student Writer 
In 2010, sisters Cristie Merritt and 
Laura (Merritt) Walker made their 
dreams a reality and started ShopbellaC, 
a clothing boutique in Searcy. 
While Laura Walker had just gradu-
ated with her marketing degree, Merritt 
was finishing up her degree in fashion 
merchandising at Harding, according 
to their website. Putting their degrees, 
work experience and love for fashion 
together, they set out to crrate a one 
of a kind shopping experience. 
"The decision to launch the store 
in Searcy actually had a lot to do with 
Lauraand her husband David," Merritt 
said. "Right before we launched the 
online division of our company, David 
was given the incredible opportunity 
to become the assistant basketball 
coach for the Harding Lady Bisons. 
W e realized that there was a need for 
more boutique shopping in Searcy so 
we took the leap of faith and opened 
our ShopbellaC storefront." 
Junior Madeline Walker, a former 
ShopbellaC employee, said she enjoyed 
her time and experience working at 
the boutique. 
"It was really nice working in such 
a Christian environment," Madeline 
Walker said. "I loved working with 
Laura and Cristie; they are both very 
sweet and genuine people. We had fun 
employee pizza parties." 
To stay connected with their alma 
mater, this past fall, Laura Walker and 
Merritt partnered with the Campus 
Activities Board to launch a ShopbellaC 
Homecoming tailgate. 
"We .. : gave out tank tops, koozies 
and different discount cards to people," 
Merritt said. "We are always looking 
for things we can do to connect with 
Harding and the girls on campus." 
Harding alumna, Madison Stephens, 
said she enjoyed her experiences with 
ShopbellaC. 
"It's refreshing to have a boutique 
here in town with affordable prices," 
Stephens said . "I think Cristie and 
Laura's kindness and ability to make 
everyone feel welcome in their store 
is something that plays a vital role in 
their success." 
It's refreshing to have a 
boutique here in town with 
affordable prices. I think 
Cr istie and Laura's kind-
ness and ability· to make 
everyone feel welcome in 
their store is something 
that plays a vital role in 
their success. 
- Madison Stephens, 
Harding alumna 
Merritt said she has high hopes for 
the future of their company. 
"Whether it's in expansion to other 
cities or focusing our efforts towards 
expanding our nationwide online with 
more brands and larger customer base, 
our first priority is to make sure to glo-
rify God in any and all new endeavors 
ShopbellaC takes on," Merritt said. 
ShopbellaC is located on the 
Beebe Capps Expressway and their 
merchandise can be purchased online. 
Follow them on Facebook, lnstagram 
(@ShopBellaC), Twitter and Pinterest. 
College Church of Christ offers 'Caring and Sharing' 
ministry for children, adult community of Searcy 
The first of a series, beat reporter Zach Burgan looks at volunteer opportunities in Searcy 
By Zach Burgan 
Beat Reporter 
If you wander through the 
weaving halls of College Church 
of C hrist on any Monday 
evening, a conglomeration 
of sights, sounds and smells 
will assault your senses. Some 
scribble primitive Picasso 
on the whiteboard, others 
mold Play-doh pizzas and 
others craft block towers of 
Babylonian dimensions, only 
to knock them down to the 
wild applause of their peers. 
In another room just down 
the hall, a different group of 
young children sits pacified 
and enchanted by a classic 
VeggieTales movie. Travel 
further down the hall, and, 
as the smell of Mrs. Peggy's 
classic, country cooking gently 
wafts from the kitchen, you'll 
see dozens of parents similarly 
infatuated as they prepare 
for their upcoming meal and 
Christian fellowship. 
At 6:30 p.m. every Mon-
day, these separate events all 
combine to form a ministry 
called Caring and Sharing. 
The program is of a simple 
but profound nature. For 
several hours, families from all 
around White County come 
to College Church of Christ. 
The adults are ushered into 
the fellowship room, where 
a devotional and meal are 
shared. The children are split 
, 
up into groups and rotated 
between different classrooms 
and activities until they are 
also served a meal. 
Dr. Tom Alexander, a Bible 
professor and member of the 
Caring and Sharing commit-
tee, described the event as a 
multilayered source of"local 
evangelism." 
"The providing of the meal 
surely has a benevolent aspect 
for people who need a meal, 
but the ultimate purpose is 
outreach," Alexander said. 
Through the popular 
medium of delicious home 
cooking, Alexander said the 
dinner not only fills the bellies 
of a hungry community, but 
also introduces them to the 
gospel and familiarizes more 
of the community with the 
congregation. As a result of 
the ministry, College Church 
of Christ has seen a boost in 
memberships and a number 
of baptisms. 
Senior Eli Van Kuren has 
volunteered with the chil-
dren's ministry of Caring and 
Sharing for three years. Evety 
Monday, Van Kuren said he 
makes it his goal to ensure 
the children attending can 
develop healthy relationships 
and understand their worth. 
"A lot of these kids aren't 
loved on enough at home," 
Van Kuren said. "It's the dark 
side of Searcy that a lot of 
Harding students don't always get to see." 
For Van Kuren and other volunteers, 
these relationships with the children 
often come in the form of playful pillow 
fights, a pretend Play-doh meal or a 
game of tag. 
Alexander and Van Kuren both said 
there is always a need for volunteers, 
particularly university students. Alex-
ander spoke of several opportunities, 
ranging from the nursery room to the 
kitchen, from the fellowship hall to the 
kids' rooms. 
There are no words to truly describe 
the experience of Caring and Sharing. 
The reciprocal value of unending piggy 
back rides, patient puzzle building and 
mingling with the foundations of the 
community has no worthy phrase, but 
Van Kuren comes the closest to hitting 
the mark. 
"If you come enough and have those 
relationships, you can carry it outside 
of a Monday night thing and turn it 
into a family that you interact with," 
Van Kuren said. 
For more information on how to get 
involved in Caring and Sharing, contact 
professors Dr. Eddie Cloer, Dr. David 
Bangs or Dr. Norm Stone. 
GRANT SCHOL I The Bison 
Sophomore Katie Waldron puts puzzles together with children as part of College Church of Christ's 
Caring and Sharing ministry program on Jan. 26. Caring and Sharing meets every Monday evening at 
6:30 p.m. · 
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The Krusty Crab in Searcy features SpongeBob decorations and homey food, similar to that of a diner. The restau-
rant is located at 1310 West Pleasure Ave. 
SpongeBob knock-off restaurant 
brings 'comfort' food to Searcy 
By Madeline Jones 
Student Writer 
The Krusty Crab is a fairly new 
restaurant in Searcy located on 1310 
West Pleasure Ave. The restaurant 
has received a lot of attention, but 
few students have yet to venture over 
there and see what they're about. 
The restaurant has been open for 
a little more than three months and 
has the vision of staying open for 
many more. 
Though the name of the restaurant 
seems a bit bizarre, it can easily be 
explained. The Krusty Krah is the name 
of a restaurant on the popular Nick-
elodeon television show, "SpongeBob 
SquarePants."The main character of 
this show, SpongeBob, works at The 
Krusty Krah and specializes in making 
krabby patties. 
Upon first glance of the Krusty 
Crab, I was unsure if it was even a 
business. Though there is a big sign 
in the parking lot, it is for the restau-
rant previously located there. Even 
the small stickers on the front door 
stating the business name and hours 
were peeling and hard to read. The 
overall presentation of the Krusty Crab 
did not give a good first impression. 
As soon as I entered, I was greeted 
by the one waitress working. She 
quickly told me to sit wherever I 
wanted. The ambiance the d ecor 
was trying to convey was definitely 
confusing. 
There were numerous random 
SpongeBob items mixed with western 
style decorations. Although the decor 
did not make sense, I could not help 
but like it. The sporadic decorations 
mixed with the sounds coming from 
the kitchen, which was easily open to 
view, put me at ease. I was comfortable 
immediately. 
I was pleased when I looked at the 
menu and saw that the prices were 
extremely reasonable. 
I was also surprised when I no-
ticed that their food items were not 
"SpongeBob SquarePants" themed, 
but the waitstaff said new menus 
with themed items will be coming 
out soon. 
A big element that was lacking 
was their presentation. The overall 
experience I had before receiving my 
food was very similar to that which I 
would have at a local diner. 
Once I ate my food, this feeling 
was reinforced. 
The food was tasty; nothing too 
extravagant, but very comfortable 
and dependable. 
If you are looking for a place to 
eat breakfast, lunch or dinner with-
out taking a risk on exotic foods, the 
Krusty Crab is the place to go. 
THE TEN COMMANDMENTS OF 
Social Media Etiquette 
By Kristina Kiser I Student Writer 
In the Old Testament, God gave Moses 
the Ten Commandments as a general set of rules 
believers. In similar fashion, here are the Ten 
Commandments of social media etiquette. 
1. Thou shalt stop taking so many selfies. 
I promise no one is concerned about your #ootd ev 
day of your life. Save the selfies for those special, 
good hair days or when you happen to be standin 
to one of the world's most important landmarks, 
something of equal value. 
2. Thou shalt proofread before thou p()j 
Correct spelling and grammar are your friends. If y 
have mad e it this far in your education, you should-
know the correct usage of "they're," "there" and" 
3. Thou shalt not post vague, whiny ran 
Everyone goes through tough times. Posting com 
on social media sites may be therapeutic for you, 
annoying for everyone else. Buy a journal. 
4. Thou shalt not give into overly 
compulsive posting disorder (OCPD). 
Limit your posting on social media to only a few 
per day. The world doesn't need to know that yo 
a sandwich at 1 ;OS .p .m., finished eating your san 
at 1: 14 p.m. and washed your dishes at 1: 16 p.m, 
5. Thou shalt live in the moment. 
Stop throwing it back every Thursday. We saw y 
pictures then, we don't need to see them again. 
remember, every time you repost a photo, it bee 
little less awesome. 
6. Thou shalt not post a photo of every meal. 
This goes one of two ways: you either post a picture of a 
healthy-looking meal to make your friends feel guilty t hat 
they're eating hamburgers, or you post a delicious-looking 
meal to make your friends jealous. Either way, just don't . 
.. 
7. Thou shalt not subtweet about thy neighbor. 
If you have a problem with someone, take it directly to him or 
her so that you can deal with the issue - don't make others 
aware of it. It's difficult to rebuild bridges after you burn them. 
8. Thou shalt not show online public 
displays of affection (OPDA). 
Your Facebook account is not the most appropriate p lace 
to write disgustingly adorable or adorably disgusting 
posts to your #mcm or #wcw, who also happens to be your 
boyfriend or girlfriend. Just like last week, and the week 
before that and the week before t hat. 
9. Thou shalt post more about your life and 
less about controvers.ial issues. 
I understand that your opinions and beliefs are important 
to you, but other people feel the same way about their 
own opinions and beliefs. If you choose this online 
warpath, at least find a more reliable source than www.cra-
zyomgwow.com to pull your arguments from. 
10. Thou shalt have nothing to hide from 
potential spouses or employers. 
From tacky photos with your ex on lnstagram to 
bad-mouthing your employer from two years ago on 
Facebook, these practices could jeopardize your current 
relationship or future. Nothing on the Internet stays 
hidden very well fqr long, sometimes even after you 
delete it. 
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